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1 Food has so far had only a marginal role in the study of South American societies. By contrast, the study of how society eats has been taken much further in the United States and Canada, as indeed in Europe. The ambition of this third issue of *IdeAs* is to help fill the gap and give new impetus to a field which, though forgotten or left largely unexplored by social science, is yet powerfully present in cultural representations and daily practice on both sides of the Atlantic. A further aim of the studies gathered here is to place the sociological, anthropological and historical aspects of food throughout the American continent in a comparative perspective.

2 As a “total social fact”, food provides a highly fruitful line of approach for the study of society. Historians and anthropologists were among the first to have adopted it. In Europe, Claude Lévi-Strauss (1964), Fernand Braudel (1967) and later Jean-Louis Flandrin and Massimo Montanari (1996) opened up rich avenues of research. In America, the works of historians such as Garnsey (1999), Gabaccia (1998), Bauer (2001) and anthropologists such as Douglas (1965), Goody (1982), Mintz (1996), Mintz and Dubois (2002), constitute so many references. Research on the subject of food conducted in Latin America or published in Spanish or Portuguese has been historical in perspective (Feyre, 1933; Cascudo 1983; Flores, 2003; Fernandez-Armesto, 2004; Magalhães, 2004; Bourguès et al., 2009) or anthropological (Vargas, 1993; Ortiz et al., 2004; Contreras and Gracia, 2005; Carrasco, 2007; Bertran, 2010) and, in some cases, pluridisciplinary in nature (Oseguera, 2003; Long-Solis and Vargas, 2005). These latter studies look mainly at the symbolic and folk aspects of food or its function as a regional identity marker or again at food practices in minority groups (de Suremain and Katz, 2009).

3 The various contributions to this third thematic dossier in *IdeAs* centered on food in American societies (in both English and Spanish speaking contexts) suggest sociological,
anthropological or historical approaches to the fact of food. The first focus is on food as an identity marker, whether for different social groups or national entities, sometimes in a nationalistic perspective, in Latin-American or North American countries. Some contributors discuss the importance of social distinctions relative to food, the invention of a “tradition” in food and, indeed, the “fabrication” of an approach to food as part of a national or nationalistic discourse. Other contributions deal with the production and consumption of local foodstuffs together with the economic and social conditions implied by their presence on the local or international market. Some articles also analyze how the spread of food products from country to country affects the food practices of migrant populations, particularly those moving from south to north, a study which leads into the question of how a process of “cross-breeding” has produced various Latin-American cuisines. Hence, food, while remaining a powerful identity marker (both for class and national identity), plays a role in the “crossing” or hybridization of food practices, processes particularly noticeable in relation to population migration. A question running implicitly through all these studies is that of the propagation of food styles, modes and norms, as exemplified by the spread of new gastronomic norms among Brazilian elite classes (Carolina Pulici), by the rise of new “ethical” food norms in certain Canadian populations (Josée Johnston et al.), by the introduction of a new luxury product in a population as a whole (Natalia Milanesio), by the adoption of popular food practices by more privileged classes (García-Garza), by the arrival of the creole model in Argentina, Cuba and Mexico (Jeffrey Pilcher), or that of “hybrid” food practice between the United States and South American countries (Maximino Matus) or again that of North American food practices among Mexican migrants (Frida Calderon-Bony). A parallel question is that of the social conditions in which these new food styles are appropriated by the populations involved. One of the key theoretical questions this thematic dossier raises is the extent to which the prolific French sociologies of food (Poulain, 2001, 2002, 2012; Corbeau, 2000; Poulain and Corbeau, 2002; Régnier et al., 2006; Fischler and Masson, 2007), might be transposable to societies in the Americas.

Food as a factor of social differentiation

Several researchers have stressed the way in which food constitutes a social marker, for example, a study of how the food budget affects living standards in Mexico (Martínez y Villezca, 2003; Torres and Trápaga, 2001), or a study of how the sale of certain foods constitutes an economic alternative to social exclusion in “developing” countries (Babb, 1987; Tinker, 1997; Chaves, 2006; García-Garza, 2009). Studies such as these can be placed within the more general problem of the social differentiation established by types of consumption, a problem well aired in European and more especially in French sociology (Herpin and Verger, 2008) since the initial work done by Maurice Halbwachs on working class food consumption and pursued by his intellectual successors, particularly Pierre Bourdieu and Claude Grignon. The latter have amply demonstrated the importance of the socially diverse nature of food consumption which, notwithstanding certain dishes and regional, national or otherwise traditional gastronomies, remains deeply under the influence of structural effects induced by membership of a given social group (Grignon and Grignon, 1980; Régnier et al., 2006), by factors such as age and life cycle (Cardon, 2010, 2009a, 2009b; Cardon and Gojard, 2009; Gojard, 2010), or region (Poulain, 2001). Furthermore, the emergence of a new type of food offer, resulting from the development
of the agro industry, supermarkets and fast food or the arrival of new products (e.g., frozen foods), has not meant the end of certain “local food cultures” (Poulain, 2002). Food, then, remains a powerful social marker on account of practices specific to certain social groups.

**Implications of the problem of class distinction**

Classically, the study of the social structure of consumption leads to an analysis of the mechanisms of class distinction, as in the case of Pierre Bourdieu’s major work *La distinktion* [trans: *Distinction: a Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste*] (1979). In this work, Bourdieu argues that social position within social space determines life style and, by extension, taste, especially socially marked taste, in food. (Bourdieu, 1976) In as much as taste has a classifying effect, that is, it underlies social classification, it is a marker of social position within the social space. In this issue of *IdeAs* Johnston, Szabo and Rodney, together with Garcia-Garza demonstrate that social characteristics have a considerable influence on food consumption. Johnston *et al.*, for example, show how an ethical diet has evolved in Canada on the basis of the observation of two distinct social groups (popular versus privileged). They emphasize the key role played by cultural capital over and above social origin in consumer motivation when it comes to purchasing “green” produce or produce that helps to preserve health and the environment. In his article, Garcia-Garza highlights the ennobling process whereby popular foods become part of a redefinition of the legitimacy of the food hierarchy in Mexico.

Other papers in this issue demonstrate how new styles in food do not necessarily eclipse social difference or the symbolic relations between social classes. It turns out that new food habits mark out as clearly as ever the symbolic limits between different social groups (Bourdieu, 1979; Cole, 2008). Lamont (1992) for example, has shown that boundaries established on a three-tier categorization (socio-economic, cultural, moral) will integrate or exclude members of a given society on the basis of status, possession of resources and social advancement. She demonstrates the correlation between life-style and differing social status. This question is one Bourdieu (1979) raised in his study of the cultural dimension in the play of social differentiation.

Generally, the fact that social differentiations persist at both ends of the social scale independently from the propagation of new food styles brings us back to the debate about cultural omnivorousness (Peterson, 1992; Peterson and Kern, 1996; Duval, 2010; Coulangeon, 2011). Food, like any other cultural practice, is governed by the play of social differentiation in relation to the position of individuals and groups in the social space and even more so in relation to levels of education and to socio-cultural origin. Cultural practice thus corresponds to differing social class. Omnivorousness is only to be found in privileged groups, and then only when these groups display towards cultural practice, an “enlightened eclecticism”, in other words, a selective cultural diversity (Donnat, 1994; Eloy and Paletta, 2008; Eloy, 2012). To put this differently, the cultural practices associated with eclecticism are present only amongst privileged social groups. Furthermore these eclectic behaviors occur only in specific instances, since privileged social groups prefer cultural practices consonant with their social origin. As Johnston and Bauman (2007: 198) point out, Bourdieu noted that a tendency to omnivorousness emerges in individuals with a cultural capital richer than their economic capital (specifically members of the teaching profession), resulting in an ascetic approach to
consumption coupled with a propensity to “exoticism” and “populist cuisines” (Bourdieu, 1979: 207). Several of the pieces in this issue of Ideas serve as a measure of the force and validity of the theory of cultural legitimacy Bourdieu began to elaborate towards the end of the 1970s.

**Appropriating new food models**

One of the key directions in this issue is thus to account for the social appropriation of new food models, on the one hand new gastronomic practices, as in Carolina Pulici’s study of Brazilian elites (bankers, ambassadors, art collectors, industrialists, businessmen, persons of private income), on the other, ethical food practices in Canada as studied by Josée Johnston and her colleagues. The authors of these papers seek to understand in what way and under what social conditions new food models function, or do not function, as a basis for social differentiation. Carolina Pulici, re-engaging with a method initiated by Norbert Elias in *The Civilizing Process*, sets out to analyze both etiquette books recently published in Brazil and gastronomic reviews appearing in the Sao Paulo press between 2005 and 2009 in order to identify the norms which are established today as legitimate with regard to cuisine and table manners. She shows how Brazilian elites reappropriate, or fail to reappropriate, the new food norms in social representations of themselves or in their relationship to other social groups and how these new norms enable the elite to place themselves socially in relation to other groups, the popular classes in particular. Over and against popular food practices considered by the elite classes as “voracious” (this “popular voracity” being assimilated to the expression of natural sentiment), the elite prefer a food culture which eschews precisely those aspects of perception specific to the popular classes. And so what amounts to a censorship of natural sentiment functions as a rule instituting the moderation of appetite, a rule of restraint and esthetic sense that becomes the hallmark of a bourgeois food style. Thus the appropriation of the new gastronomic cuisine shores up social difference in as much as it contributes to the establishment of a social representation and an ethic based on self-control. Carolina Puici, adopting Elias’s theory of self-control in European society, writes “whereas the ‘populace’ who expects less from the future remains bound over to sensual experience, the elite evinces self-mastery in all respects, that is to say the exercise of control not only over bodily appetite but also over living conditions, both ideal and material.” Here, food practice, because it is linked to an ethic of existence specific to a group, is a means to preserve and mark out distance from other social groups, hence to establish differentiation. These new norms of gastronomy are assimilated by the Brazilian elite with a degree of ease commensurate with the way in which they function as a repertory of symbolic value which guarantees distinction and distance from other social groups on the basis of self-restraint.

However, can it be said that what provides distinction provides differentiation in the same degree? This is the question addressed by Josée Johnston et al. in relation to the spread of so-called “ethical” food in Canadian society, a food model vigorously promoted by public authorities who see in it a new potential market and the source of a kind of added value for public health. Basing their study on a qualitative survey (40 families), Johnston and her colleagues examine whether ethical food, a practice supposedly confined to prosperous classes, may also be adopted by other social groups, in particular popular classes. Their aim, in other words, is to find out how the discourse on ethical food
is perceived and practiced by consumers who do not share the same degree of privilege. Their study falls into two phases. Firstly, the question is whether or not there are class differences in the symbolic apprehension of ethical food, whether the idea makes sense for individuals belonging to different social categories. This entails looking at the ways in which social discourse models food practices, a study for which they employ the concept of “cultural repertory” (Lamont, 1992; Tilly, 1993; Swidler, 1982, 2001) borrowed from cultural sociology (they in fact develop a concept of “ethical food repertory”). This allows them to describe the “creative [manner] in which social actors use selected elements from this discourse” on ethical food. Secondly, following Durkhein and Mauss (1903), Becker (1963) and Douglas (1966), they call into service the concept of “symbolic frontiers”, whereby individuals set up limits to enable self-distinction and to signify membership of a group. Tested against individual discourses, this double conceptual approach allows them to demonstrate that economic and cultural privilege enable easier access to the dominant food ethic, whereas persons from socio-demographically and ethnically popular or marginalized environments tend to be excluded from it. Inversely, middle-class whites constitute the group most widely concerned by the ethical food repertory. Nevertheless, the study of everyday food practices also reveals the possibility of disparities between the acknowledgment of a legitimate discourse on food and actual practice. On the one hand, though economic and cultural privilege provide access to the dominant repertory, they do not “guarantee a high degree of implication” in practice. For a good many persons from privileged environments, independently of any implication in ethical food, what counts as a marker, and, by extension, as a culturally distinguishing factor is adherence to an overall “healthy” approach to food. On the other hand, the fact that marginalized groups are less engaged in ethical food does not mean “that they feel less concerned by the moral dilemmas involved in the choice of food”. For Johnston and her colleagues, this result is of central importance since it confirms studies refuting the contention of some moral deficiency in popular classes making them unaware of the moral aspects of food, or, if aware, largely unconcerned and unaffected by them (Johnston, Szabo and Rodney).

**Food as a factor of national or nationalistic identity**

Where some tastes in food continue to function as powerful social markers, differentiating between social classes, others acquire “national heritage” status as common property and so become emblematic: cultural markers that transcend class difference. Food then can be studied as a purveyor of identity (Pilcher, 1998; Thiesse, 1999; Bruegel and Lauriaux, 2002). Following on from European research (Poulain, 1997, 2000, 2005; Espeitx, 2008; Bessière and Tibère, 2010), certain researchers across the Atlantic have done work on the heritage process involving Latin-American cuisines, where food practices are seen as an element of cultural heritage and form a basis for national identity (Florescano, 1993; Álvarez, 2002; Cottom, 2004, 2007; Álvarez and Medina, 2008; Moncusí and Santamarina, 2008; Zapata, 2008), yet study in this field relating to Latin America is still embryonic (Bak-Geller and Katz, 2011).

The bi-centenary celebrations of independence in Latin-American countries provided an excellent opportunity to look at the position of food in the societies of these countries. And indeed, there were instances in which national dishes were lauded. Very few studies, however, adopt sufficient distance to examine exactly how these dishes participate in the
definitions of national identity in Latin-American countries in these early years of the 21st century. Yet it is a point of great interest to see how national identity is built up, not only in the light of the past but also, and to a greater extent, in relationship to the outside. From north to south, different food styles that are part of the definition of national identity all have a relationship of repulsion or attraction to international food. Mexico, for instance, constantly appeals to its pre-Columbian past to construct “Mexican cuisine”, even though no such thing ever really existed as such prior to the 20th century, since it arose from the coalescence of a variety of exogenous and endogenous elements and techniques (Pilcher, 1998). At the opposite end of the scale, Argentina rejects its food of the past, seeking definition only in strong outside links, an evident result of recent migrations from Europe. This translates as a form of culinary cosmopolitanism (Pilcher, 2012), at least in the region known as the Pampa (Milanesio).

**From downward propagation...**

In some cases, national food, or national heritage food, as a social construction, may become both a basis, or a tool, for nationalist propaganda and the object of such political propaganda. Food, once it is touted as a national emblem, may serve towards uniting the people of a country and so become a key element in a strong, nationally oriented political ideology. Natalia Milanesio, in her study of the role played by the production and consumption of beef in “Peronist” (cf. the former Argentinian president, Juan Domingo Perón) propaganda, shows exactly that process. In her review of the structural and institutional aspects of Peronist food policy in the 1950s, Milanesio uses the concept of the “semiotic virtuosity” of food, as developed by Arjun Appadurai (1988), meaning the capacity of a cultural sign to transmit multiple messages, in order to highlight the ideological use made by the State of the role of food, and particularly the symbolic implications of beef consumption in food policy. As she states in conclusion, Peronist beef policy prior to 1950 went beyond a mere increase in consumption per person, “it redefined the image of Argentina in the world economy, and validated the concept of economic self-determination and brought into question the role of international capitalism” at least at the level of discourse. Traditionally seen as a luxury food, meat was to be the symbol of popular classes obtaining access to a new commodity and consequently to a new place in society. Peronist policies contributed to the propagation of meat consumption to political ends; via its beef policies, Peronism placed national consumers above those of the international market, thereby promoting a powerful ideology of economic sovereignty. Aside from the political, electoral stakes involved (certain associated with populism) the erection of beef as a national emblem and helped to redefine traditional male and female roles: “traditionally the province of women, the dishes recommended by the Peronist government were a reaffirmation of the role of women in the construction of a national culinary identity, which represented a shift away from the male figure of the asador.” In Argentinian tradition, the involvement of men in cooking is restricted to the grilling of meat.

This example is a good illustration of how the vertical propagation towards the popular classes of a certain type of food, an incontrovertible social marker in as much as it is confined to the elite, may become the foundation of an overall nationalism policy. The question of the propagation of taste is a central one in the sociology of food since it induces a dynamic, as opposed to a static, vision of social space and differentiation. Social
groups can be seen borrowing from other groups features specific to them. And, as we have seen in the case of Peronist food policy, other groups work hard to propagate the food model of their choice. This propagation of taste and food models transcends symbolic class frontiers (Milanesio; Garcia-Garza; Pilcher; Johnston and Bauman, 2010) which clearly shows that food is far from being an innocuous or politically neutral subject. Since food is the concern of all individuals, from the moment the State is responsible for guaranteeing both the conditions of access to it and a certain degree of quality for the safeguard of public health (Stanziani, 2005), then food becomes a political issue.

... to upward propagation

This vertical propagation also occurs in the upward direction, as Domingo Garcia-Garza shows in his article on popular practice with regard to tacos (stuffed savory pancakes) in the city of Monterrey in Mexico. Tacos, originally perceived as a popular product, spread throughout social space from the 1990s onwards owing to the fact of their corresponding to the taste and consumption habits of various social milieus, the better-off in particular. Despite this ubiquitousness, the gaps between social groups remained as before. Garcia-Garza shows that the condition of this “embourgeoisement” of a type of food and of popular practice was an up-market movement and a recontextualisation of the food within a framework that brought in into conformity with the canons of classic restoration. And the operation itself was only made possible by virtue of the fact that the revalorized image of tacos came to function as a contribution to national identity. But this contribution in its turn can be explained by the fact that the practice of tacos expresses the notions of terroir and authentic local produce, especially when ingredients which are today labeled as “gourmet” are used. Tacos with insects, grasshoppers or huitlacoche (a fungus growing on maize considered as the equivalent of caviar in Mexico), formerly considered as below notice, have today become a source of national pride and social distinction mainly for the elite classes, a shift which amounts to a redefinition of the legitimacy of popular dishes, and thus of the hierarchy of foods in Mexico.

Propagation and transformation of taste from country to country

The cases studied hitherto were concerned more or less explicitly with the question of the propagation and circulation of food styles between social groups within a national context, but this question is explicit when it comes to the cross-border circulation of food products. It has been a much discussed problem, both in Europe and the United States, especially in relation to the global propagation of food models and their adoption or non-adoption by national cultures. Hence the “McDonaldization-of-society” theory developed in the early 1990s (Ritzer, 1993) and today much criticized, is countered by the “mass-customization-era” theory (Taylor, Smith and Lyon, 1998), which claims that the propagation of extra-national food styles requires a certain degree of conformity with local habits of consumption. In this perspective, the point of observation is the national, that is the local, dimension: the researcher seeks to examine how imported, extra-national food styles are adopted, or not adopted, within a given national territory.
The influence of national context in the propagation of international models

One of the issues here is how a national space deals with its own local and national traditions in a context of strong global propagation of transnational practices. This relationship between local and global is the subject of Jeffrey Pilcher’s article on three Latin-American countries: Argentina, Cuba and Mexico. He studies the interaction between local and international practices in a historical perspective, showing the extent to which the two interlock, but this very interlocking varies in relation to national context. Criolla cooking (as developed in the new republics that arose from the dislocation of the Spanish empire) is more or less asserted as a practice, depending on the resources available, on the age of the nation’s independent status, on its international relations and on the internal play of political forces. Eating *a la criolla* is a more assertive practice in Cuba and Mexico (even though the term itself has been officially dropped) than in Argentina.

Pilcher’s work begun some ten years ago and still more or less disregarded in France, shows how national cuisine and identity are defined in relation to the principal culinary models obtaining in the countries that functioned as models for Latin America, that is France, Spain and England. His suggestion is that what eating *a la criolla* in fact signifies is adapting European dishes to available ingredients and local whim. But the process occurs neither in the same manner everywhere, nor with the same ingredients, and the tendency is affected by the fact that the relations of the three countries studied with former colonial powers differ considerably. The contribution of this comparative approach is to show to what extent the mechanisms of propagation and integration of new foods, dishes or food styles, from global to local levels, are best apprehended while bearing in mind national context and the persistence of certain local specificities. Pilcher shows how three culinary traditions, far from setting themselves against globalization, bring both patriotism and cosmopolitanism to bear in the invention of new national or criolla cuisines. The cuisines of Mexico, Cuba and Argentina are, each in their own way, emblematic of the process of culinary syncretism that came into play at the end of the 19th century. Pilcher’s study of the propagation of the criollo model in culinary literature and practice in Argentina, Cuba and Mexico evinces the articulation existing between these two levels. Where, in Cuba the term criollo came to be used for local food products in the category of viandas (tuberous plants like manioc, potatoes, sweet potatoes, etc.), in Argentina, it ended up including a wide range of local products, from Hispanic specialties like empanadas or pucheros to squash soups and native maize. In Mexico, on the other hand, the term criollo(a) was never really adopted. Mexican cooking developed the same practices as the other two countries, adapted to the political climate of the time and local taste. Criolla cuisine has in fact always existed in Mexico, but it was never called by the name because the term criollo retained its old meaning (it designated Spaniards born in Mexico), the connotations of which were too marked and therefore unappealing to Mexicans imbued with nationalist sentiment. Hence, by eliminating the words to designate them, Mexico evacuated the Spanish origin of, and Spanish influence in, its cuisine. Mexican elite classes, mostly European in origin though they are, see themselves as heirs of the Aztecs and of their culinary traditions. Yet, even as they posit a Mexican cuisine with its pre-Columbian sources, they exclude and marginalize indigenous populations in contemporary society. Thus they have appropriated an indigenous past to
constitute a national cuisine and make a place for themselves in the process of westernization. But this has meant both wrenching criolla cooking from the grasp of the indigenous peoples who invented it and erasing the traces of European contribution. It is as if any foreign origin of culinary practice had to be cast aside for a national character to evolve. Which represents one way of severing ties with a (painful) past in order to invent a present more compatible with the nationalistic ideals born in the wake of the Mexican Revolution (1910-20).

Food and migration

This socio-historical perspective can be combined with more ethnographically oriented approaches for the purpose of studying the mechanisms involved in the circulation of food products when international migration occurs, notably from Latin-American countries towards the United States. One of the key issues we shall be concerned with, and which runs through two studies appearing here, is that of the social conditions which cause migrants from southern American countries to the US to preserve the food habits of their country of origin or to develop different ones. It is not merely a question of discerning how extraterritorial models are appropriated in a national territory, but of examining the conditions which enable local habits to stay in place within a process of international mobility. Several directions can be envisaged.

One of them looks at precisely what comes into play with regard to identity in the circulation of food products. In both the studies presented here, food acts as a “reminder of identity” which transcends the foodstuff itself. In his article, Maximino Matus examines the strategies used by groupings of distributors and individuals in the clandestine circulation of foodstuffs to and from the US and various Latin-American countries, the raison d’être of which is to address and satisfy the “nostalgia de un migrante por el sabor, olor y textura de un alimento”. He notices that whereas shops and restaurants offering Latin-American products and foods are frequently to be found in the United States, inversely, products from other countries in the world are commonplace in the home-countries of migrants. Matus proceeds to draw up he calls “paysages alimentaires hybrides” — “hybrid food topographies”; He argues that the diversity of types of migration within Latin-American countries and from these to the United States results in a hybridization of food practice among migrant populations which affects not only the migrants themselves, but also their countries of origin. The instance of the town of Oxcutzab in south-east Mexico is exemplary here. It boasts Asian, Italian, French and North-American restaurants. Matus suggests that the development of these “hybrid” food offers has to do with demand on the part of migrants tinged with a certain nostalgia for new food habits developed during migration, particularly towards the US. And this is precisely the subject Calderón-Bony studies, i.e. the nostalgia for food habits evinced by migrants from the town of Patamban in Mexico who have settled in the United States. Her study seeks to determine what place food has in the dynamics of identity as linked to migration. She stresses the extent to which, here again, migrants are strongly attached to certain food habits. Food products are thus exchanged between their old and new countries and vice-versa in the form of foodstuffs sent to families in the home country. One of the empirical factors observed by Calderón-Bony is the nature of the cause of the attachment observed in migrants for certain dishes linked to their origin: no other than nostalgia (Camou, 1994; Pilcher, 2012).
Another direction is linked to the development of an “offer” in food directed towards the United States from the home countries of migrants and from the market of foodstuffs originating in Southern America. Calderón-Bony provides an analysis of the “nostalgia market”, as understood by Hirai (2009), in the context of Mexican emigration towards the US. The notion of “nostalgia market” refers to the process whereby “a migrant attempts to define the link between opening a commerce in Mexican products as an economic activity conducted by the migrant and creating an offer of products that possess an identifying role for Mexican culture”. The commerce in question may be a small grocery store specializing in edibles such as varieties of tinned chili, maize for pozole, tortillas, and tostados, maize leaves for tamales, fresh cheese, or it may be a larger type of store, more like a supermarket. Hence migration leads to the emergence of a new food offer in the country of destination for migrants from Mexico. Matus notes the same phenomenon, but also shows that concomitant with the new offer is the development of “clandestine markets”. Whereas foodstuffs can be circulated easily to meet high demand between countries in South America, the same is not the case in the direction of the US on account of the stringent health regulations applied to imported foods. Given the pressure of the demand for food products from migrants’ home countries, Matus examines the ways in which economic agents (especially shopkeepers) attempt to evade what he himself calls the “políticas persecutorias” used to keep certain products out of North America. He demonstrates how a clandestine market distributing certain food products has evolved (for example, from Oaxaca to Los Angeles, via Tijuana). The growth of these unofficial markets seems partly to satisfy the food nostalgia experienced by migrants, whether or not they have settled in the US.

Nevertheless, the availability of stores in the new country does not mean that migrants receive no foods from their family in the home country. So, alongside the presence of official and less official markets, there exists a “private” circulation of foodstuffs taking place within family networks. Calderón-Bony demonstrates this very well, showing that first of all, where goods, such as money, move from new country to home, food moves in the opposite direction, from home to new country. And, as she goes on to say, “the circulation of foods from the home village to the US feeds a sense of proximity and strengthens links (with both family and friends), just as it helps in the ‘digestion’ of distance”. This is indeed a central point in that it harks back to the idea of mana put forward by Marcel Mauss (1924), arguing that in an exchange, the spirit of the thing exchanged circulates as much as the thing itself. This makes it easier to see how the “here-made dish” is never quite the same as the “home-made dish”. What actually circulates, more than the food, is the spirit linked to the food, the spirit of family. Here, exchange helps migrants to preserve their attachment to fellow countrymen. But can it be said that nostalgia is the mana, the spirit of the thing? Or, to put it differently, is the food eaten because of nostalgia for it, or is nostalgia experienced because the food is eaten?

The third direction concerns the fact that new habits from the destination territory are adopted and contribute to an identity continuum between “here” and “back there”. This perspective is more or less implicitly present in Matus’s study through the concept of hybrid food (which necessarily presupposes a juxtaposition of food styles as a result of multiple adoptions along the trajectory of migration). In Calderón-Bony’s article, it is central to her analysis of the status of food. She demonstrates that in the case of the migrants studied, there was also an appropriation of American food culture. Hence, it is
not a question of opposing the “preservation” of the habits of home to the “change” involved in the new country, but rather a question of conceiving of both dialectically and dynamically as, in fact, the basis of a new identity dynamic. Here, food functions as an identity factor in migration in as much as it contributes both to the preservation of links with family, home country, region, village and to the integration of new values from the receiving culture. Calderón-Bony is not concerned with revisiting the integration versus assimilation problem and the main interest of her study lies in her demonstration of how identity constitutes a dynamic process in which food plays a part. The emphasis she places on this dynamic dimension of the identity process through food by means of the adoption of new food styles particular to the new country implies a classic questioning of the issues surrounding the propagation of food models in society generally. A further interest of her study is that she takes into account a generational dimension in her understanding of the propagation of American food models in migrant families. In this way, she shows that the children are the vectors and propagators of new food habits and that, rather than clashing with the old habits, the new ones fill them out or remodel them.

Taken together, the studies gathered in this third issue bear witness to the profusion of approaches and questions at present to be found in social sciences studying food in the Americas. They provide proof of the heuristic value of theoretically and empirically based studies contributing to dialogue and exchange not only between disciplines but also between countries and continents. They stand as an invitation to pursue a North-South dialogue with other countries and on other subjects, just as mobility, circulation and migration are at the very heart of all human societies.
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